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Abstract: British government has set up a special fund to support domestic innovation and entrepreneurship 
through the issuance of lottery, and achieves remarkable results. This paper introduces the organization and 
management of UK Lottery Fund Nesta (National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts ), and the 
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real products and service. Reference to the experience of Nesta, we puts forward suggestions to set up science and 
technology lottery fund through private capital to support the domestic innovation and entrepreneurship, such as, 
taking advantages of social capitals to realize the government goal, adopting diverse modes to support innovation 
and creative activities, taking talents and achievement transfer as support objects, establishing specialized support 
teams, etc.
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Abstract: With the growing global energy demand, energy consumption and carbon emissions have become 
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problem and controlling carbon emissions. Swedish government pays great attention to energy efficiency and 
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enhancing enterprises’ awareness of energy saving; unveiling new building regulations and financial subsidies 
to encourage the initiatives of building and service industries; supporting the development and utilization of 
renewable energy and research of high energy efficiency motors. With the effective policy measures great 
achievements have been made in Sweden. This paper intends to introduce and analyze these policy measures in 
order to offer some valuable information for China’s energy strategy.
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